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Today, advancements in digital technology provide unparalleled opportunities for enterprise-wide agile transformation. These changes have triggered disruption, innovation, and a new paradigm in customer experience.

With these changing dynamics, business outcomes have also changed:

- More with less – Applying data-driven capabilities to derive more from investments
- Better outcomes – Analytics-led insights, real time analytics and faster decisions
- Transparency – Elimination of silos, leading to process efficiency

To survive and succeed in this new and complex business landscape, companies are aspiring to transform into an Intelligent Enterprise. This digital ecosystem helps transform your business and improve outcomes with agility, transparency and exceptional user experience.

### How to transform into an Intelligent Enterprise

This change is based on IT maturity, readiness for Digital core, and addressing landscape complexity. Based on these factors trending pathways are as follows:

#### 1. Rebuild the core and improve surroundings

In this scenarios customer prefer digital business reinvention by consolidating business/ERP instances into S/4HANA first. Once the digital core is in place then seamlessly integrating the new technologies and reinventing your business is easier than before.

Key enterprise functions of Finance, Customer Experience, Supply Chain/Planning, Spend Management and Employee Engagement can leverage intelligent LOB and cloud solutions that can be easily integrated with SAP S/4HANA.

SAP Leonardo is driving the infusion of intelligence into enterprise business processes, leveraging intelligent technologies in Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, Blockchain, Internet of Things and Analytics.
2. Already using cloud apps and now integrating everything with Digital core

Here customers are on the path of digital transformation by leveraging cloud apps/products for enhanced business functions, eg:

- SuccessFactors, workday for HR operations
- Ariba, Coupa for spend management
- C4C, SFDC for customer experience

With these apps in place now it is time to integrate the entire ecosystem with digital core for higher visibility across enterprise and transformed user/customer experiences.

Cloud Platforms: the key enabler for robust data management

Cloud Platforms continue to power the Intelligent Enterprise to build new applications, extend existing business solutions and foster integration across all the LoB solutions that comprise the intelligent suite. SAP S/4HANA supports this migration to create an Intelligent Enterprise with a robust digital ecosystem on cloud platform.

Intelligent Enterprise is driving future business by synergizing strengths of intelligent technologies and smart LOB solutions leveraging power of cloud platforms.
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